Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 21 November 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.20pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dae, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 12 IRINKA MOONYEEN (24.4kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 7 MIDNIGHT RAMA (20/11)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R37(2) - Race 9 SHESA DRATTA x 7 days (5.35pm)
R37(2) - Race 5 ABIMBOLA x 7 days (6.20pm)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 9 TESS THE BEST

STEWARDS ADVICE:
On the 25th November 2019, Trainer Mrs F Farrell advised Stewards that INCREDIBLE EVIE had pulled up with a right foreleg - puncture wound to its foot, following the running of race 10 at Greyhounds WA Mandurah on the 21st November and will be out for approximately 2 weeks. Mrs Farrell further advised from the same meeting, that INCREDIBLE BEV had pulled up with an abrasion to its hind foot, following the running of race 7.

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:46 PM
STYLISH LAD began quickly. SOZIN'S SONATA began slowly. HAPPY WARRIOR & SHE'S A WILDLING collided soon after the start. ON THE GO & WICKED EMBRACE collided soon after the start. KYLIE'S CROWN, HAPPY WARRIOR & SHE'S A WILDLING collided on the first turn, KYLIE'S CROWN & HAPPY WARRIOR lost ground. SHE'S A WILDLING & WICKED EMBRACE collided on the first turn. STYLISH LAD & ON THE GO collided on the first turn. KYLIE'S CROWN & HAPPY WARRIOR collided on the first turn, KYLIE'S CROWN lost ground. SHE'S A WILDLING & WICKED EMBRACE collided approaching the home turn. WICKED EMBRACE checked off the heels of ON THE GO approaching the home turn. SHE'S A WILDLING checked off the heels of ON THE GO approaching the home turn. LITTLE LIBBY checked off the heels of SHE'S A WILDLING on the home turn. SOZIN'S SONATA raced wide on the home turn. STYLISH LAD & WICKED EMBRACE collided approaching the finishing line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SOZIN'S SONATA had a Left - Foreleg - Toe Injury Other and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 2 - Grade 6/Country/302 (1) - Grade 6 - 7:01 PM
APPLEJACK, WINSOME JACKIE & YANKEE PARKER began quickly. YORGI BLUES, ASPIRE HIGHER & BLACK LIGHT began slowly. BLUE DIABLO & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided on the first turn, ROSEMARY MONELLI lost ground. BLUE DIABLO checked off the heels of APPLEJACK on the first turn. APPLEJACK, WINSOME JACKIE & YANKEE PARKER collided on the first turn. APPLEJACK & WINSOME JACKIE collided on the home turn. ROSEMARY MONELLI & YANKEE PARKER collided in the home straight. YORGI BLUES was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 7:22 PM
OUT BREAK & LOCHBRAE MOSS began quickly. PLAIN CRACKER & DANDALUP GALAZY began slowly. OUT BREAK & LOCHBRAE MOSS collided soon after the start. OUT BREAK & LOCHBRAE MOSS collided on the first turn. SHINBONER GLORY, PLAIN CRACKER & DANDALUP GALAZY collided on the first turn, SHINBONER GLORY lost ground. WINLOCK SAL & BLACK EUPHORIA collided approaching the home turn. WINLOCK SAL checked off the heels of LOCHBRAE MOSS approaching the home turn. OUT BREAK checked off the heels of PERFECT EMPIRE on the home turn. SHINBONER GLORY checked off the heels of WINLOCK SAL in the home straight.

Race 4 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:43 PM
JUST A DREAMER & PRIME RECORD began quickly. HIGH TENSILE & DASH FOR CASH collided soon after the start. KINGSBRAE TINA, HIGH TENSILE & DASH FOR CASH collided on the first turn. KINGSBRAE TINA checked off the heels of HIGH TENSILE on the first turn. DASH FOR CASH checked off the heels of MOLFETTA GIRL in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 4/Country/405 - Grade 4 - 8:02 PM
BANJO’S GIRL began quickly. LET’S GET ROCKED & FAB PHILIPPE began slowly. CHASING MATTY & LOTTIE DENO collided soon after the start. CHASING MATTY & LOTTIE DENO collided on the first turn. BANJO’S GIRL checked off the heels of CHASING MATTY and collided with SUNSET MOO MOO on the first turn. REN MONELLI checked off the heels of BANJO’S GIRL on the first turn. SUNSET MOO MOO checked off the heels of BANJO’S GIRL approaching the home turn. FAB PHILIPPE & SUNSET MOO MOO collided approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that LET’S GET ROCKED had a Left - Foreleg - Pectoral M. Injury (Chest) and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/490 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:22 PM
ROLO MONELLI began quickly. MOLFETTA BOUND & COOL COCO collided soon after the start. PROJECTILE, BURN OUT BOY, MOLFETTA BOUND, COOL COCO & NINETYMILE TURBO collided on the first turn, BURN OUT BOY lost ground. PROJECTILE & COOL COCO collided several times on the first turn. PROJECTILE checked off the heels of DYNA DOM approaching the second turn. BURN OUT BOY & COOL COCO collided on the second turn. PROJECTILE checked off the heels of BURN OUT BOY on the second turn, PROJECTILE lost ground. COOL COCO checked off the heels of BURN OUT BOY approaching the home turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
SILVER KEEPING began quickly. DEVINE TILLY & CLIFTON FLYER began slowly. NAIQAMA & DEVINE TILLY collided soon after the start. INCREDIBLE BEV & SHE CAN PARTY collided soon after the start. NAIQAMA & DEVINE TILLY collided on the first turn, DEVINE TILLY lost ground. INCREDIBLE BEV & SHE CAN PARTY collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE BEV & SHE CAN PARTY collided approaching the home turn. DEVINE TILLY checked off the heels of NAIQAMA approaching the home turn. INCREDIBLE BEV checked off the heels of CLIFTON FLYER and collided with SHE CAN PARTY on the home turn. INCREDIBLE BEV & SHE CAN PARTY in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Country/405 - Grade 5 - 8:54 PM
DISCOUNTER, AMELIA KEEPING, EZI PICK & HELLO DARCEY began quickly. PORSCHE MONELLI began slowly. DISCOUNTER & DANDALUP MOON collided soon after the start. DISCOUNTER & AMELIA KEEPING collided several times approaching the first turn. DISCOUNTER & AMELIA KEEPING collided on the first turn, AMELIA KEEPING lost ground. DISCOUNTER checked off the heels of EZI PICK approaching the home turn. SUNSET INFERNO & DISCOUNTER collided on the home turn. ZIPPING DUNCAN checked off the heels of DANDALUP MOON on the home turn. DISCOUNTER checked off the heels of SUNSET INFERNO and collided with AMELIA KEEPING on the home turn. HELLO DARCEY checked off the heels of PORSCHE MONELLI in the home straight.

HELLO HARRY & JUNK YARD DAISY began slowly. JEZEBEL PARKER & TESS THE BEST collided on the first turn, JEZEBEL PARKER lost ground. GO LEVI & JUNK YARD DAISY collided on the first turn. GO LEVI & JUNK YARD DAISY collided on the home turn. DANDALUP MAGIC & HELLO HARRY raced wide on the home turn. JEZEBEL PARKER checked off the heels of GO LEVI on the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:41 PM
Slobber Chops & All Temptation began slowly. RED MIDNIGHT & SHE'S A KNOCKIN' collided soon after the start. KAOS BE COOL & WAYNE'S ROCKET collided on the first turn. FREAK ON KNEE & INCREDIBLE EVIE collided on the first turn, FREAK ON KNEE lost ground and collided with ALL TEMPTATION. KAOS BE COOL & WAYNE'S ROCKET collided approaching the home turn. KAOS BE COOL checked off the heels of WAYNE'S ROCKET approaching the home turn. FREAK ON KNEE checked off the heels of SHE'S A KNOCKIN' approaching the home turn, FREAK ON KNEE lost ground. KAOS BE COOL & RED MIDNIGHT collided on the home turn. KAOS BE COOL & INCREDIBLE EVIE in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FREAK ON KNEE had a Right - Foreleg - Long Head Triceps M. Inj. (Monkey) and has been stood down for 21 days.
Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:02 PM
KABUKI GIRL, FABRAOAK, PURE PESH & SANDY LOCH began quickly. ZIPPING JULIET & JUST HER BEST began slowly. ZIPPING JULIET & JUST HER BEST collided several times soon after the start, both lost ground. FABRAOAK, PURE PESH & SANDY LOCH collided soon after the start. PURE PESH checked off the heels of SANDY LOCH soon after the start. ZIPPING JULIET checked off the heels of THUNDER BOOM on the first turn. HEY BAIL & KABUKI GIRL collided approaching the home turn. FABRAOAK raced wide on the home turn. PURE PESH raced wide in the home straight.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/302 (2) - Grade 6 - 10:21 PM
BENELLI MONELLI, SVETLANA MONELLI & SPUR MONELLI began quickly. RANSOME THE OPAL began slowly. SVETLANA MONELLI & MONTOEY MISS collided soon after the start. BENELLI MONELLI & SVETLANA MONELLI collided on the first turn. WEST ON REGGIE checked off the heels of IRINKA MOONYEEN approaching the home turn. SVETLANA MONELLI & SPUR MONELLI collided on the home turn. SPUR MONELLI & IRINKA MOONYEEN collided on the home turn. WEST ON REGGIE & RANSOME THE OPAL raced wide in the home turn. SVETLANA MONELLI & SPUR MONELLI collided in the home straight, both lost ground.

FINAL.